
Groundbreaking Machine Dance System
The Positive Gaming Fitness Multiplayer System (the PG 
Multiplayer) is a fun and challenging group excersise dance game 
of perceptive and physical skill, for up to 32 users. It is simple to 
learn, exciting to play and offers users a wide range of levels to play 
at, to achieve a perfect wholesome excersise gaming experience. 

Exergames – a Trend for the Future
Exergames is an internationally growing trend, combining exercise 
and entertainment, and is shown at its best through Machine 
Dance. The PG Multiplayer gives the ultimate exergame group 
activity experience, as it combines the best Machine Dance 
software with durable fitness equipment to give users what they 
want – a workout that doesn't feel like work. 

Wireless and Durable Machine Dance Platforms
The Positive Gaming Impact MP Pro series of wireless Machine 
Dance platforms are designed for intense and lasting use with the 
PG Multiplayer. Features include: built-in wireless transmitters, 
rechargable batteries, spill resistant internals, convenient handles, 
low profile, and engineered for easy storage and recharging on 
custom built carts.

Exercise Just Got Fun
Regular physical activity is vital to improving people's health and 
lifestyle. In today's busy world, the element of fun while excersising 
greatly increases the motivation for physical exercise. Through the 
PG Multiplayer, workout becomes fun, easy and fulfilling. 
Repeated exercise on the PG Multiplayer improves brain/body co-
ordination, flexibility and cardiovascular functionality, reducing the 
risk of injury in everyday activities.

Workout Programs
Create, edit, or recall a saved workout program for up to 32 players. 
The PG Multiplayer offers the possibility of class workouts to a wide 
variety of music. The instructor is easily able to create training 
programs for specific needs and user levels.

Easy storage
The PG Multiplayer is designed for a space effective environment 
and makes storage and usage easy. 
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PERFORMANCE FEATURES

The game element in the 
PG Multiplayer inspires 
repetition and the desire 
for improvement beyond 
traditional work-out.” 

Basilius Van Houte
Master Trainer

“



SPECIFICATIONS SUMMARY 

General:

PC Unit:

www.positivegaming.com

The PG Multiplayer, the 
most advanced Machine 
Dance system to date, 
comes highly 
recommended for anyone 
interested in a fun and 
challenging group 
excercise game.”

Inger Marie Solberg 
Physiotherapist

“

Designed for fitness clubs, dance studios and youth
programs/ schools

Languange options - English

Warranty 1 year (see details inside the technical manual)

Easy software updates

Power supply voltage: 230V, 47-62Hz

Energy consumption: max. 4 Amp

Dimensions: 48 cm x 38 cm x 18 cm

Weight: 5 kg

Up to 32 simultaneous players

Possibility of two channels to allow two systems to run 
separately in the same vicinity without Interference

Four possible frequencies

Rechargable wireless units 

Diagnostic LEDs

Central handling of firmware updates via PC

Spill resistant internals

Moving handles

Low profile for easy storage

Movable storage cart

Dimensions: 96 cm x90 cm x 5cm

Weight: 20 kg

Impact MP Pro Dance Platform with Wireless Technology:
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